












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Passive Sentences 393 

(3} a. The dean often fires our professors. active 
b. Our professors are often fired by the dean. passive 

Passive sentences can occur in all of the tense-aspect combinations discussed in Chap
ter 16. The form of be is determined by the verb in the active sentence from which the 
passive sentence is formed, as follows: 

• Lf the verb in the active sentence is in the s imple present or simple past, so is the 
form of be that precedes the part participle of the main verb. For example, are in 
(3b) corresponds to the simple present fires in (3a}; was in (4b} corresponds to the 
simple past fired in (4a}. 

(4) a. The dean fired our professor. active 
b. Our professor was fired by the dean. passive 

• If the verb in the active sentence is in the progressive aspect, then being is inserted 
between the progressive form of be and the past participle of the main verb. This is 
il lustrated in (Sb) for present progressive and in (5d) for past progressive. 

(5) a. The dean is firing our professor. active 
b. Our professor is be.illgfired by the dean. passive 
c. The dean was firing our professor. active 
d. Our professor was beingfired by the dean. passive 

• lf the verb ill the active sentence is in the perfect aspect, then been is inserted be
tween the form of !rave and the past participle of the main verb, as is shown in (6b} 
for the present perfect and in (6d} for the past perfect. 

(6} a. T he dean has fired our professor. active 
b. Our professor has been fired by the dean. passive 
c. The dean had fired our professor. active 
d. Our professor had been fired by the dean. passive 

• Perfect progressives, although rare in passive sentences, include being before the past 
participle (e.g., active Jws/lzad been firing becomes passive Jzasl!rad been being fired). 

• If the active sentence contains a modal followed by a bare infi.nitive verb, as in (7a), 
then in the passive sentence the modal is followed by the bare infinitive form of be, 
as in (7b} and (7d}. 

(7) a. The dean slrauldfire our professor. active 
b. Our professor should be fired by tbe dean. passive 
c. The dean will fire our professor. active 
d. Our professor will be fired by the dean. passive 

Passive Subjects 
Most English sentences have as their subject an NP that is an agent - the thing that 
causes the action in the sentence. As we will see in more detail, passive sentences 
enable NPs that have other roles - typically the theme, or the thing experiencing the 
action of the verb- to be. the subject of the sentence and the agent to move out of sub
ject position. Consider, for example, the pairs of sentences in (4} through (7). In these 
sentences, tire dean is the agent, bringing about the action of firing, and our professor is 
the theme, experiencing that action. The passive versions of these sentences move our 
professor into subject position. (For more on thematic roles, see Chapter 8.} 











398 Chapter 17 

SUMMARY 
FORMING PASSIVE SENTENCES; USING PASSIVE SENTENCES 

Passive sentences are formed from active sentences by: 

• moving the subject to the end of the sentence and placing by in front of it. 

• moving the object into subject position. 

• changing the main verb to a past participle and inserting an appropriate form or 
be before it. 
Tlte performance shocked ilte audience. active 
Tire audience was shocked by tire performtmce. passive 

Sentences with verbs in any tense can be made passive. 
Those children were reprimanded by their parent.~. 

Those cltildren are being reprimanded by their parenrs. 
Those clrildren lra.ve been reprimanded b,1• tlreir parents. 

Subjects of passive sentences in the corresponding active sentences may be: 

• d irect objects 
The professor wa~· dismissed by tire dean. 

• indirect objects 
Suzy was given many presents by her friends. 

• objects of prepositions 
This bed hos been slept in by presidems. 

• object complements 
Tlrat lre had special privileges was resented by everyone. 

Short, or agentless, passives do not have an agent by phrase. 
Tire pe1formauce shocked the audience. active 
The audience was shocked. passive 

Short passives are used when: 

• the agent is unknown. 
His wolletwas stolen in Philadelphia. 

• the speaker does not want to reveal the agent. 
/ was given some top-secret informarion. 

• the agent is understood. 
The mail was delivered ro my doorstep. 

• the writer is interested more in the action being reported than in the agent. 
The subjects were elicit given a pencil and a sheet of paper. 

Long passives have an agent by phrase. 
This picture wa.v pointed by wm Gogh. 
This package was dropped off by a srrange-laoking woman. 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































